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 TrueData Market Research: We Profiled Five Summer Activities Apps
Now that we’ve entered the best season of the year – summer – we thought it would be a good time to see
how people are using their mobile devices for summer activities. We pro led ve summer activity-related
apps: Chimani National Parks, Booking.com, Disneyland, Fandango, and Google Trips to see what our mobile
intelligence reveals about what folks do for fun and recreation during this time of the year.
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Fandango over-indexes for male users. This is somewhat in line with the MPAA’s stats
(https://www.mpaa.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/MPAA-THEME-Report-2018.pdf) about movie
attendance vs. ticket purchasers. While there is an almost even split of who actually attends movies in
theaters (F-51%, M-49%), men make 53% of ticket purchases; women 47%.
Booking.com and Chimani National Parks over-index for female users, however; compared with those two
apps, it’s striking that Google Trips has a 64% male user base. Reviews on the iTunes store suggest that
Google Trips lacks the functionality of more established travel apps, with one user calling it a “pocket travel

guide” rather than a planner. It may be that men prefer the cli notes version of travel guides vs. women
who may prefer to do a lot more thorough planning.
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Chimani has a large user base of adults older than 55. This is in line with the National Park Service (NPS)
data which says that visitors 55 and older are overrepresented at most parks
(https://irma.nps.gov/DataStore/DownloadFile/495294). Seniors also have access to discounted lifetime
NPS passes.
The Fandango user base skews older, perhaps furthering evidence that Millennials and Gen Z are trading
in the movie theater experience for streaming and OTT services.
Booking.com and Google Trips over-index for adults under 35. Might this re ect the trend of Millennials
seeking experiences when they travel as opposed to basic ight, hotel, or car rental information?
The Disneyland app overall has broad appeal. While it has an almost even male/female user base (49.34%
vs. 50.66%) it slightly over-indexes for adults under 34.
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Disneyland over indexes for English speakers, which seems unusual given its international visitors and
geographic location in the United States.
Chimani, which is only o ered in one English version, logically over indexes for English speakers.
Booking.com has a large non-English-speaking user base, which may be due to its availability in more than
40 languages. This may be their secret strategy for customer acquisition in the hyper-competitive travel
space.
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Travelers value choice over app brand loyalty – Booking.com users also tend to have other travel apps.
They are 10.3x, 10.7x, and 13.9x more likely than the general population to have the Travelocity, Hotwire,
and Trivago apps, respectively.
Folks still enjoy summer nights out on the town, where the traditional combo of dinner and a movie is
alive and well – Fandango users are 20x more likely than the general population to also have the
OpenTable app on their mobile devices.
There’s a place for mobile tech in the great outdoors – 16.7% of Chimani National Park users also use
AllTrails. In addition, Chimani users are 39.5x more likely to also have PlantNet Plant Identi cation and
35.5x more likely to also have O ine Survival Manual.
Summer doesn’t necessarily mean school’s out – The Happiest Place on Earth attracts a lot of lifelong
learners. Disneyland app users over index for Lynda (198x), Learn Python (155x), and/or Left v. Right Brain
Training (177x) on their phones.
Surprised by what you can learn by just looking at “summer app” ownership? Imagine what you could take
away if you knew how people used your competitors’ apps year round. With a customized TrueData Mobile
Intelligence Report, you get actionable audience insights on your customers and your competitors’ to fuel
your next campaign and attain measurable ROI.
Leverage TrueData Mobile Intelligence To Accurately Reach Your Best Customers
(https://info.truedata.co/truedata-mobile-intelligence)
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